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That means you cannot copy, reproduce, or change any 
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non-commercial use.
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• Please do not link directly to the PDF online or share this 
on Dropbox or another shared website.
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What is in the box? Max lifts the lid 
to see. There are mittens in the box. 
I see a hat with a puff ball in the 
box. Is there a scarf in the box? Yes, 
I see a scarf in the box. Let’s go 
play in the snow! What do we need to 
find to be ready to play outside?

Name: ______________________________

Let’s Play Outside

Color the items Max needs to still find to be ready to play outside.

boots hat mittens scarf coat
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I see a snowman. The sun is out. What 
will happen? Will the snowman stand? Or 
will the snowman fall? I look out the 
window. The tall snowman starts to get 
smaller and smaller. Soon, the snowman 
is almost to the grass. Oh, no! I see the 
snowman melt.

Name: ______________________________

Snowman

Color the picture that shows what happens to the snowman at the end of the story?
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Tim and Chip go to the top of the big 
hill. Tim hops on the sled first. Zoom, 
down he goes. Chip hops on his sled next. 
Zoom, down he goes. Crash, bang! Over 
a bump Chip goes. His sled cracks. Tim 
runs back up the hill to help Chip. 
Together, they slide back down the hill. 

Name: ______________________________

Down the Hill

Color the picture that shows what cracks on the sledding hill.
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